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INTRODUCTION TO PUGGY ($PUG)

About our token

We’re aiming to build an ecosystem around the Puggy ($PUG)) 
token for online freelancers, influencers, designers, digital art, and 
memes industries.
By leveraging the $PUG token, you aim to bring web3 adoption to 
the marketing and  freelancing industry, which can potentially
open up new opportunities for decentralized
applications and user-driven economies

Experience You Can Trust

Our team of experts has over 3 years of experience into Solidity and 
building dApps. 4 years of experience into digital marketing. We 
have a proven track record in SEO, Influencer Marketing Services 
ourselves, and we offer a range of services that include sophisticated 
multi-strategy products, innovative products, compound products, 
and CTA strategies. Our services, that will be offered on our own 
marketplace are customized to meet our clients' specific investment 
goals, and we pride ourselves on our ability to deliver exceptional 
results.

Advanced Security Measures for Your Peace of Mind

At PUGGY.IO, we understand that our clients' assets must be 
protected at all times. That's why we have fully burned the liquidity, 
the contract has been hard coded so that taxes never go above 20%, 
and we will be reaching to security companies to audit our contract.
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BENEFITS OF HOLDING $PUG

At Puggy ($PUG), we offer a range of incentives for people active in 
our community. Our marketplace is designed to help freelancers 
while they are actively engaging in our community. By helping out 
they get rewards, and rank up higher levels on the marketplace.

Incentivizing participation

The $PUG token can be used to incentivize user engagement and 
participation within the ecosystem. Users who contribute to the 
platform, create content, or engage with others can be rewarded 
with $PUG tokens, and Featured Service spots on our marketplace, 
and level up, thereby encouraging a vibrant and active community.

Tokenized Assets

You can explore the idea of tokenizing digital assets like in-game 
items, artwork, or collectibles using the $PUG token. This allows 
users to own and trade these assets directly, creating a transparent 
and decentralized marketplace.

Governance and voting

The $PUG token can be utilized for decentralized governance, 
enabling token holders to participate in decision-making processes 
related to the ecosystem. This can ensure a fair and inclusive 
environment where stakeholders have a say in the future direction 
of the platform

At Puggy.io the initial service providers selected are committed to 
providing tailored solutions and personalized services that help our 
clients achieve their investment objectives. They use advanced 
technologies and innovative strategies to create value for our clients, 
and we are dedicated to delivering exceptional results.



ROADMAP

OUR ROADMAP

1. Build a community

2. Build a working Beta of our marketplace

3. Community works doing the bear market and 
releasing the marketplace out of its beta in a 
better market

4. Continued utility improvement once 
marketplace is dropped



MORE THINGS 
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Follow us on Twitter for more updates
https://twitter.com/PuggyToken

Community: t.me/PuggyCommunity


